SEPTEMBER 2019,
FROM THE TOP

This month we are gearing up for our marquis event on November 24 Accelerating Digital Transformation while Balancing Risks and Rewards. We
have brought together a stellar line-up of senior leaders from industry to weigh
in on how they are adjusting course and addressing vulnerabilities that have been exposed
as they accelerate their digitization roadmaps. This half-day event will start with a “view
from the top” in which a panel of Chief Data & Analytics Officers will provide their
perspectives on how their roles have evolved since the early days of the CDO office
following the global credit crisis. The second session will examine innovation more
broadly; specifically, open banking and what is needed to move the needle forward

Events
Accelerating Digital Transformation
while Balancing Risks and Rewards
November 24, 2020 – 8:30am – 1pm

while keeping customer information safe and risks contained. Our final panel will
discuss some of the techniques being used to monitor, control and govern
technology risks. Like all our events, you will be able to learn about regulatory
industry solutions. Prodago and Diligent will be demonstrating their solutions at
the close of the day. Registration is free for members! We hope you can join us.
CRTA Welcomes New Participants

REGISTER

CRTA RegTech Vendor Showcase:
Solutions for Client Focused
Reforms
Date TBD – Follow our website for
updates

New Podcasts
Christopher Napoli from CRTA
member firm, Diwo speaks with
Marc Bucklis on how to Leverage
Decision Intelligence for Financial
Services
Janik Rafal from Xanadu and Richard
Moulds from Amazon Web Services
share perspectives on Quantum
Computing

Member Spotlight – Global Relay
Meet Mike Muckley – Account Executive
Tell us a little about your organization and why you got into this space.
Global Relay is the leading provider of compliance archiving, surveillance, eDiscovery and
analytics solutions to the global financial services industry and other highly regulated
industries. Founded in 1999 to capitalize on the shift to electronic communications and
the growing need to store electronic data, our company saw a huge demand for our
archiving services after the accounting scandals in the U.S. in 2003, when new rules
mandated financial firms to preserve all their business records – electronic
communications included. Since then, we’ve been helping financial firms capture their
data for compliance recordkeeping and supervision. READ MORE

Event Summary – Managing Regulatory Change in an Evolving World
This month we held a webinar with leading experts working within the Regulatory Change
Management (“RCM”) space. Sandra Persaud, CRTA advisor and risk leader at Deloitte, led
an insightful discussion with Nick Bray from Cube Global, Lisa Dorning from Sun Life
Financial, Tina Mithra from Genesis Risk Consulting and Paula Nagengast from HSBC Bank
Canada. For those who missed it, you can listen to a few snippets in this short video. We
will be following up with a vendor showcase on RCM solutions in early 2021.

www.canadianregtech.ca

